
Dear Kari P.. 	 2/4/87 
You need make no apologies for your /142,1ish. I did not notice any errors ex-cept for a simple transposition in spelling a single word. And having read you letter, I'll respond to your questions in the order of their appearance. 
A rather large percentage of the many people who have written no were about your age= when JFK wa killed and all remember clearly where they were when they heard that bad news. 

By the way, surface nail cannot be insured, And you cue do the calculations when you get the packages, of which this is the first. 
The man who claimed to be the dead Oswald's lawyer and who actually represented Mrs. Oswald senior is Mark Lane. He is an exceptionally able man who is also exception-ally amoral. He in a plagiariat and is dishonest in many other ways. I owe you candor. 
While on the subject of critics, I can't speak to highly of neag,her's and Rodfman's books. All the others aro flawed in various 'days. Kurtz in a strange one -he puts dowe all thoee fron whom he steals and there in nothing oriennal in his book other than his errors. Seeenrs teistn things to reech a preconceived conclusion that is based on nothing and has ho basis in real fact. Or reason or logic. I've not read his book on Marilyn "onroe and will not because y know his method and because I'e not interested in being titillated. This and the element of scandal involving a celebrity, I believe, account for the interest in that book in Sweden and else-where. The Weberman book also is fiction. I believe I addiessed the Vecianna busi-ness when we evoke. Nothing to it. Thompson's book i* a e4geeecture based almost entirely on the work of others, some credited and some cribbed. He had  a different cons Tracy solution in an article in the old Saturday Evenine Post. 'Jecht has not irotten any books. His testimony bdfore the House committee wan quite eloquent and gelid. If "tartx says that my work is coejectUral you'll by able to see for yourself that it is the opposite. ...People like Kurtz, Lif ton and Lhomnaon have a problem, by the time they write all they have to say has been published, so they evolve means of getting around that, at least to their own satisfaction and often to that of the usually uninformed critice....I see Kurtz said "speculation." You'll see for yourself. 
Kurtz may have had his own reasons for the formulation you quote but he cnenot honestly say that t e "evidence" shows that Oswald had no intelligence connection first bocauee the Commission never sought any such evidence and second because hurts also didn't and is ignorant. The crime was never investigated, nor was the possibility that Oseald had an intelligence connection. I believe he did, on the basis of ey own analysis to begin with and later on the basis of records the Commission avoided that I did got anal for now an not using publicly. I have given permission to another. 
On publishers not answering mail: if they have nothing; to se&l they are ill-mannered enough not to invest the coat of responding when the books are out of print. Just yesterday nay wife wrote to one of the larger chains of bookstores asking them as she has many time to pay for the books they bought for eleven of their branches and never paid for. I was sorely disappointed to learn how extensive dishonesty is in the book bueiness....I see you refer to Scott. lie is quite bright, imaginative, and he 

glabulates, as A  learned when I asked him to comfirm something he had written. I not read what you refer to. lie was one of three who compiled an anythology that also is not worth getting became it is not faithful to the writing of those it uses . ...My apologies for my typing. I must sit with my legs elevated and type sideways.... I'w not surprised that Woodward hasn't answered you from what you say. He is embarrassed and probably is busy and considers himself rather ieportant now. At the same time, please remember that he may get too nuch mail to be able to answer all of it. 
I fear that what you say of German intelligence is typical of all of them. Our CI.., for example, did not learn from the many crimes of it:; anti-Castro Cubans and 



has been and is making the same tragic. error with the fascistic Samoza Bicaraguans. 
Whore will they go and what will they do when Honduras, as ;ultimately it must, tries 
to kick them out? And if it fails, what will they do in ruin to "endures? 

I don't now t e original of the description "black bag" jobs but I believe it 
was the FBI here and mane year; ago. Those burglaries were more often not in embassies 
and they got that mane becaune they used black bags to carry what they stole. 

What your intelligence people did other agencies, including our own, also did to 
elected officials and their gamilies. They all suffer the sane paranoia...It uould not 
be easy for most people to believe what the FBI's own records disclose it did to me, 
for example, and I an far from unique in this red. 

I've red of Peter Wright's problems with Nag:eie Thatcher and the opposition to 
her in Australia. He can aolve that problem easily by publication in the U.S.if he 
does not prevail in Australia. I'd like to read his book. 

I agree with you that in a genuine domocrecy nobody in exempt from the law but 
here those oho are restensible for enforcing the ley, like the Depertnent of auntie° 
and its FBI, are wholesale violators of the law, from my personal experience in my 
Freedom of Information Act litigation. And the courts, ablest without exception, seem to fear them. In any event, they have to nos been immune. I hove then charged with 
perjury and fraud in one case eel they've not even denied it. hey feel they do not 

have to and thus far they have been correct in this. The judges all know what they 
have done by way of character aesassination. Court records are Jeannie from suit and 
my case is irrefutably documented bet no paper gives a demi and I've :lent copiee to 
quite a few. So the official orimieiele have this added imeueity. Often I rimier if 
democrecy can survive this. 

We spoke of Penn Jones and I've never read Nash's gush of goo about him. "on't. 
Seth Kentor's work is dubious in that ho exemeratee the meaning of the incidents 

on which he builds his case. Ruby was never nore than a punk and nobody would ever 
have trusted him in any kind of conscious conspiracy. I do believe, however, that 
Kantor did see 4uby at the hespital. Be knee Ituby well. 

What you quote of Scheim's book is one of the reasons I've never read it. Bud 
Fenaterwald wan born rich, is bright, conjectures conspiracies with which I do not 
agree, I've never joined any of his organizations, but what Schnim says is garbage. 
know Bud very well. He merely follows the lawyer's obligation to represent those 

who need a lawyer. 
We discussed 4arrison and lonzi. The Rouse comeittee followed my last book and 

they avoided it and me. Lane did not defend Ray, he ruined hiu, and it was before the 
House of Representativen, this committee. Lau) will do zeerthing for attention end that 
mess got it for him, coast to coast. 

Thank you for your personal comments about me. When you've read my work you 
will see that I've actually made a study of how our institutions work or fail to work, 
and I do not speculate about the crime. I regard it as no more than a writer's obli-
gation in a democratic society and an a personal obligation, more so because I an the 
first member of my family going back to the pre-Christian era who was born to freedom. 
1'17 people fled to pogroms in Russia. 

I will not always be able to answer long letters because if I follow my doctors' 
orders just taking care of myself requires more than five hours a dey. I'm not supposed 
to sit still for more than about 20 minutes at a time, so long phone conversations also 
ure not good for me. But I appreciate the genuiness of your interest and I think that 
Iove answered all your questions. I 11 follow your desires on mailings. 

Best wishes, 	ld Weisberg 
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